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NAVNAT CENTRE
Printing House Lane, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 1AR

The Perfect Venue forEveryOccasion

• Bright & Spacious Hall to Seat up to 600 Guests
• Large Stage for Mandap or Music Groups 
• Large Kitchen & Dining Facilities  
• Bridal Changing Rooms 
• Licenced Marriage Registry Room for 120 Guests 
• Large Car Park for 480 Cars
• Close to Heathrow Airport, A40, A312, M4 & M25
• Large Scenic Grounds 
• Alcohol & Non-Vegetarian Food Strictly Not Permitted On Site
• Visit navnat.com/hallhire for Pricing and Conditions

navnat.com                   +44 (0)20 8848 3909 bookings@navnat.com  +44 (0)7702 811 381 
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Its nearly summer time! This means two things, summoning our amazing 
colourful summer collection and of course bringing out our beautiful traditional 
clothes for the numerous weddings and occasions that we will most likely have to 
attend during the next few months. These are no doubt joyous occasions which 
celebrate two people’s love for each other and marks the beginning of their married 
life. In this edition, we explore the different perceptions people may have of 
weddings and how this can potentially influence wedding plans. 

Weddings are often a strenuous time for couples as it involves a huge amount of 
preparation including the initial planning stages to finalising the décor, food and 
photographer and much more! Really and truly the preparations test the strength

 EDITORIALW
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Weddings – Simple versus Spectacular

of one’s relationship as there will many things a couple may agree or disagree on like whether 
the wedding will be in the Maldives or the UK, will the colour theme be pink or blue, will the 
food be mild or spicy or probably the most arguable point will there be 200 or 500 guests! All 
of these aspects ultimately depend on a couple’s budget, taste and how they actually want to 
celebrate their love together. One might want a simple traditional wedding that comprises of 
the actual wedding day and maybe a small reception or one might want a spectacular wedding 
with numerous events. 

The problem is that nowadays the wedding industry is saturated with so many competitive 
businesses brimming with new innovate ideas that we often lose sight of the purpose behind 
the actual wedding and end up focussing on what has been marketed to us rather than what we 
actually need.  Naturally when we are introduced to new prospects that are promised to make 
our events more unique, we are inclined to include it in our event even if it wasn’t part of our 
initial budget! But I guess the real thing to think about is whether we genuinely want that 
product or whether we are buying it because we feel pressured to meet society’s latest trends. 
For example, are we hiring a highly expensive and lavish mandap because it is something we 
have always dreamed of and is very important to us or are we hiring it because we want to 
ensure that our décor is impressive enough to match people’s expectations and is not deemed 
to be too simple? 

We also often forget that there are many resources around us that we could use to give 
weddings a personal touch and prove to be more cost effective at the same time. There could be 
mehndi or make up artists within our personal circle that we could use, we could ask our friends 
or family to help with the décor like creating personalised table pieces and most importantly we 
could utilise the services that our community offers, like the Navnat hall! This beautiful hall that 
can be hired for competitive prices is often overlooked by the community despite the fact that it 
can be decorated in numerous ways for garba, mehndi nights as well as weddings and 
receptions. So, if you are planning a wedding in the near future, why not draw resources from 
those around you as well as your community! 

Ultimately, a wedding consists of having our family and friends around us, tons of fun and 
fantastic food! So no matter wherever a wedding is performed or whatever scale it is done on, 
as long as it is created around the couple’s vision and brings true happiness, the wedding will no 
doubt be a truly memorable event.  To all those getting married, congratulations to you and to 
everyone else, Happy Wedding Season!

 Please note that all editorials in the Navnat Darpan are based purely on the editor’s 
thoughts and its content is not intended to cause offence or harm to any individuals.
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લ"નના તહ'વારો – સાધારણ ક' અ12તૂ 
 
ઉનાળો આ7યો! એના બે અથ= છે, એક તો આપણા ંરંગબેરંગી ઉનાળાના ંકપડા ંબહાર કાઢવા મળશે અને બીGુ ં
આપણા ંIુદંર તહ'વારોના કપડા ંK આપણે આવતા મLહનઓમા ંઘણા ંલ"ન અને Oસગંોમા ંપહ'રPુ ંતે કાઢવામા ં
આવશે. આ બધા Oસગંો બે 7યQRતઓના Oેમની ઉજવણી છે અને એમની નવી પLરણીત જTદગીની શUુઆતનો 
Pભુઆરંભ છે K Wબૂ જ આનદંકારક છે. આ Xકમા ંઆપણે માણસોના ંGુદા Gુદા અYભગમો અને એના લીધે 
લ"નની તૈયાર[ઓ ઉપર Pુ ંPુ ંઅસર થઇ શક' છે તેના િવશે વાત કર[Pુ.ં  
 
ઘણી વાર લ"ન કરનાર જોડકા માટ' લ"નની તૈયાર[ઓ બ_ુ ંતાણ ભર'લી હોય છે કારણક' એમા ંઘણા ંપગલાઓં 
હોય છે Kમ ક' આયોજનની શUુઆત, ડ'કોર'શન`ુ ંનa[ કરbુ ંઅને એની ઉપરાતં ભોજન અને ફોટોdાફર Kવી 
ઘણી વef ુશામીલ છે. ખર'ખર, લ"નની તૈયાર[ઓ એક જોડાના સબંધંની તાકાતની પર[hા છે કારણક' એમા ં
ઘણા ંિનણ=યો ઉપર તેઓ સહમત ક' અસહમત હોય છે. દાખલા તર[ક', લ"ન માલદ[વમા ંથશે ક' i.ુક'.મા,ં રંગની 
થીમ jલુાબી હશે ક' વાદળ[, ભોજન તીWુ ંહશે ક' મોkં અને કદાચ સૌથી વn ુચચા=eપદ opુો, મહ'માનો ક'ટલા 
હશે, બસો ક' પાચંસો! Xતમા ંઆ બધા opુાઓ જોડકાના બKટ, પસદંગી અને એમને ક'વી ર[તે ઉજવણી કરવી 
છે એના ઉપર આધાર[ત છે. કોઇને સાધારણ અને પારંપર[ક લ"ન જોઇએ Kમા ંખાલી લ"ન અને કદાચ 
Lરસેqશન હોય અથવા ઘણા ંમાણસોને મોટા લ"ન જોઇએ Kમા ંઅસrંય Oસંગો હોય.  
 
હમણાનંા જમાનામા ંસમeયા એ છે ક' લ"નની બsર એટલી હLરફાઈવાળ[ થઇ ગઇ છે દર'ક 7યાપાર[ઓ 
અસrંય રચનાતમક િવકuપો આપે છે Kના લીધે લ"નની પાછળ રહ'લ હ'f ુ ંકોઇવાર 2લૂી જવાય છે અને 
આપણે આપણી જUુર[યાતની બદલે આપણને K બતાવવામા ંઆવે છે તેના ઉપર વn ુvયાન આપીએ છ[એ. 
wુદરતી xયાર' આપણને નવી કuપના બતાવવામા ંઆવે છે K ક' આપણા Oસગંોને અનોખા બનાવાનો દાવો કર' 
છે yયાર' આપણે એના તરફ આકિષ{ત થઇએ છ[એ, આપણા બKટમા ંન બેસતી હોય તો પણ! િવચારવાનો 
િવષય એ છે ક' આપણને આ વef ુઆપણને ખર'ખર જોઇએ છે ક' આપણે સામા|ક Oવાહને લીધે લઇએ છ[એ? 
દાખલા તર[ક', આપણે એક Wબૂ જ શણગાર'લો અને મ}ઘો મડંપ એટલા માટ' લઇએ છે કારણક' એ આપ~ુ ં
eવપ`ુ ંહf ુ ંઅને આપણા માટ' મહyવ�ણૂ= છે ક' આપણે માણસોની અપેhાઓ ને �રૂ[ કરવા માટ' લઈએ છ[એ.  
 
આપણે મોટ' ભાગે 2લૂી જઇએ છ[એ ક' આપણી આસપાસ ઘણા ંમાણસો છે Kમની મદદથી આપણા લ"ન 
Oસગંો વn ુXગત થઇ શક' અને બચત પણ થાય. આપણા વfુ=ળમા ંકોઇ મહÄદ[ ક' મેકઅપ કલાકારો છે ક' 
આપણે બોલાવી શક[એ, આપણા િમÅો ક' પLરવાર પાસેથી શણગારમા ંમદદ લઇ શક[એ અને સૌથી અગyયનો 
opુો આપણા કÇiિુનટ[ની સગવડોનો ઉપયોગ કર[એ Kમ ક' આપણો નવનાતનો હોલ! આ Iુદંર હોલ છે K 
સાર[ Lકમતે મળ[ શક' છે અને ઘણા ંOસંગોના અ`સુાર' તૈયાર થઇ શક', એ આપણી નજરથી કોઇ વાર નીકળ[ 
sય છે. તો તમે તમારા લ"નની તૈયાર[ હમણા ક' આવનાર સમયમા ંકરવાના હોય તો તમારા ન|કના 
માણસો, સાધનો અને કÇiિુનટ[નો સહારો લેવા`ુ ંનLહÉ 2લૂતા! 
 
છેવટ', લ"નમા ંoળૂ વefઓુ છે ક' તમારા પLરવાર અને િમÅોનો સગંાથ હોય, ઘણી મોજ આવે અને eવાLદÑટ 
ભોજન હોય! લ"ન xયા ંપણ થાય અને K ર[તે થાય એ`ુ ંમહyવ નથી, લ"ન જોડકાની ÖÜÑટએ થાય અને 
Oસગંો Wબૂ Wશુી લાવે એ મહyવ`ુ ંછે અને એ લ"નને યાદગાર બનાવે.  K કોઇના લ"ન થવાના હોય એને 
Wબૂ Wબૂ અYભનદં અને આશા છે ક' સૌના Oસગંો સાર[ ર[તે સ�ંણૂ= થાય.  
    
          યાÅા દ'સાઇ 
*** તમાર[ sણકાર[ માટ', દપ=ણમા ંછાપેલા ંલખાણો એLડટરના િવચારો ઉપર OેLરત છે અને કોઇને áુઃખ પહ}ચાડવાનો 
ઇરાદો નથી. ***   
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Cllr Nitin Parekh elected as Mayor of Harrow. Navnat is proud 
to announce that Cllr Nitin Parekh our Vice President has been 
elected as the Worshipful Mayor of Harrow for the 2019/20 year.

 Within four years Nitinbhai has gone from a Councillor to a Mayor 
position which is an incredible achievement. Our heartiest 
congratulations to him and we wish him a successful year ahead. 

PRESIDENTS RE
PO

RT
Progress on Dining Room/Registry room expansion. We have appointed Maheshbhai 
Doshi of Currie and Brown to be Project Manager. He will be our one stop person for all 
queries which means we do not have to chase electrical or structural Engineers etc.  C & B 
have sent a brief to three Architect firms for quotations to take us to the Planning 
Application. The cost to us will be around £21K+VAT. This will be regardless of whether we 
get planning approval or not. Hareshbhai Sanghvi is our advisor, I have found his input very 
valuable.

Car Park resurfacing. Earlier in the month the Council informed us that pollarding will
begin around mid May, this has now been postponed. The Council has informed our agent 
“We will have to delay the pollarding of these trees towards second half of June/early July due to 
operational issues and other works which need to be completed.”

Once this is done we can then put a root barrier one meter deep in our car park to stop 
roots surfacing in our car park. If all goes well then we shall put a tender for resurfacing. If 
the Council does the job in time then we could be looking to resurface our car park which is 
currently in a terrible state towards the end of July.

Annual General Meeting. Last year we had our meeting on 8th July 18. We are expecting to 
have our AGM in July. Contrary to rumours we are not late this year.

Playground. This is finished and ready to use. Some of the grass near the play equipment 
needs to grow naturally and therefore we have placed warning signs to keep people out. 
The areas which had been dug up and where heavy machinery was used has now turned 
into levelled ground and has been populated with grass seeds. We are waiting for the seeds 
to germinate and the playground should be open with two weeks. Till then if children walk

 

Playground. Our playground installation will be finished in third week of March. 
Regular visitors at Navnat centre will already have seen the progress of Playground 
installation. A little bit of history to playground. 

In 2013 I had received an email advising we should have a Playground at Navnat 
Centre so that children attending functions with their parents will have somewhere to 
play. I did not take this idea seriously at the time. 

Then in 2014 I received another similar email (from an unrelated person to the first 
request) that why does Navnat not build a playground. 

After some considerations and lots of thoughts, our EC formed a sub committee headed by Kruti Varia to look at 
various playgrounds around London and also at various community centres like ours. They came with a very 
positive report. 

In 2018, we placed an order for the playground costing £120k+Vat. We are really pleased with the progress of 
the installation and look forward to inviting you all to the opening ceremony which will be arranged in due 
course. 

Car Park Resurfacing. Our car Park resurfacing has progressed well in the last month. We are now getting quotes 
for putting an underground barrier to stop roots surfacing into our car park. Hillingdon Council has after 4 years 
of tortuous struggle admitted their liability and requested us to get two quotes for the installation of a barrier 
one meter deep in our car park. As I write, the building subcommittee will have seen three companies to give us 
the costing which we will pass it on to Hillingdon Council. Council have asked for two quotes. 

Dining room Expansion. We have seen some progress here. We now have quotes from four companies. Our 
building sub committee with the help of Hareshbhai Sanghvi will now recommend a contractor to our EC for 
approval to progress and apply for a full planning permission. The complete project will cost us between £600k 
and up to £1m depending on what we want in the extension. We have met with our Vadil mandal Executive 
Committee to ascertain their requirements. Our expansion to dining room and Registry room would add 390sqm 

Resignation of Executive Committee members. Sangeeta Bavisha resigned from the Executive Committee on 
23rd December 2018.  Sangeeta has agreed to continue to be part of two sub committees: Paryushan and 
Building expansion for which we are grateful. 

Jaswant Doshi has resigned from his post as Treasurer on the Executive Committee on 31st Jan 2019.  

Harshad Mehta (Assistant Treasurer) will take on the role of Acting Treasurer until the AGM. Ketan Adani is 
kindly assisting Harshard Mehta in our audit activities. 

We are grateful to both Sangeeta Bavisha and Jaswant Doshi for their service as members of the Executive 
Committee. I would like to thank Harshad Mehta and Ketan Adani for taking on these additional responsibilities 
at this busy and important year end time. 

Our schools in Gujarat. On June 18th I visited our Navnat UK primary school in Jabalpur. I was pleased with the 
progress the school has made in one year. With the help of Gam Panchayat, the school has planted nearly 30 
trees which once they are big enough will provide shade to pupils in summer months, They have started work on 
building a school kitchen. At present their food is cooked and brought from outside. They  are also building a 
dining room for children to sit and eat their meals. I was particularly pleased that the school and Gam Panchayat 
have managed to equip further 8 classrooms with Audio video equipment and making it smart classes. In my 
view this was the best utilisation of our excess Jiv Daya funds. They have put block paving in front of the building 
and have built a small playground area. 

On 19th June I also witnessed the opening ceremony of Life Global UK Primary school.  

And 20th June I visited the site of second school sponsored by Navnat UK will be built in Lohej, a few kms away 
from Junagadh. I believe this school will even progress faster as the Gam Sarpan is a young 30yr old M.Com. 

Amit Lathia, Bhupendrabhai Shah, Hita Parekh, Mayor Nitin Parekh, Dhiru Galani, Lalubhai Parekh
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in the soil it will get all muddy and uneven.

Proposals for changes to the Executive Committee. Amit has worked with the Board of Advisors in producing a change 
to the way the EC is structured. He has written an article on his proposals and I would encourage all members to read it and 
provide their input as requested. 

His suggested proposals would ensure every EC member has a specific area of responsibility instead of just the 8 Office 
Bearers and this would allow for fair distribution of workloads and enable us to have new and varied programmes. 

The idea is not something new and we know of other community organisations that have a similar setup with great success 
including the Oshwal Association. Please do read the article and provide your feedback as requested.

Audit 2018. Ketan Adani for the last 6 years has been liaising with our Auditors for Account approval. We are grateful that 
he has once again stepped in to help us this year with the Audit. Ketan, Harshad and Kanubhai have come in on weekends 
to get the books ready and delivered to Auditors. 

Flowerbed outside Registry room. Surbhi Khona has spent a day removing weeds from flowerbed and planting new bed-
ding plants. Surbhi has not charged us for the compost and bedding plants. We are grateful to Surbhi. We are blessed with 
volunteers.
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SECRETARY’S
Throughout my term as Secretary, I have been a strong advocate for change to make 
our organisation more effective and functional. I have spent a lot of time observing the 
operations of the organisation and asking myself, do we really plan in the long term 
and work on delivering for the needs of our community? Disappointingly, the answer 
to that is that I do not think we are focused on the needs of the community.  Instead, 
we spend a lot of time thinking about the resources and infrastructure within Navnat 
Centre, thinking that new facilities will improve things but until we make fundamental 
shifts in how we lead and organise the activities of the organisation, we will not be 
able to meet the needs of Navnat.

RE
PO

RT

Future of Navnat – time for change?
An opinion piece by Amit Lathia, General Secretary – Navnat UK

The executive committee, I believe is elected by members to lead the organisation in planning 
and delivering a wide variety of activities, events and providing support structures to meet the 
community’s social welfare, cultural, recreational and religious needs. However, in our current 
setup there is no person elected on the committee with a responsibility or area of focus on any 
of these key objectives and tasks.

Our committee is structured in a way that ensures all the key governance and operational 
activities are covered by 8 specifically elected members (i.e President, Treasurer, Membership, 
Hall secretary etc) in addition to that we have 7 general committee members that do not have 
any specific role at the time of joining the committee.

It has come to my attention over a long period of time that many long-standing committee 
members only volunteer or work on activities they are familiar with or have been in charge of 
for a long time. There could be many reasons for this, however the fact that they have not been 
elected within a specific role at the outset means that they are more likely to participate only in 
what they are interested in and are less obliged to take on any new tasks or projects as 
required by Navnat.  Often, their attendance in committee meetings is a way of holding the 
office bearers to account rather than pro-actively supporting them and assisting with their 
workload which often results in the extra work being distributed amongst senior office bearers.

This structure in my opinion is unsustainable for the long-term future of Navnat. Whilst we will 
always be able to deliver core events such as Navratri, Paryushan, Mela, Mahavir Janma 
Kalyanak & Priti Bhojan, I believe that without specific members in the committee leading 
different areas, we will never get the creativity and long term strategic planning that is needed 
and that the community deserves.

My proposal for changing the way we operate going forwards is as follows:

In addition to the 8 existing office bearers defined in our constitution, we should create 7 
additional areas of focus which could include Events management, Religious Activities, Sports, 
Culture, Fundraising, Communications, Health etc. These areas of focus would require a 
member to be elected in to the committee to lead a team/sub-committee that would work on 
these areas.

We would no longer have a need for general committee members on the EC as the additional 
support the new role holders would require to deliver their areas of focus would come from 
their sub-committees. Our recent volunteers database data shows that there are a number of 
people who would be happy to get involved in these areas of focus and whilst they may not be 
willing to be an EC member or trustee, they would be happy to work on teams delivering for 
the benefit of the community.
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My proposed idea has already been working in practice in other similar community organisations, such as the 
Oshwal Community. This idea has been worked on together with the Board of Advisors to whom I am grateful for 
their full support and input. The suggestions made have been proposed to the executive committee who have 
welcomed these ideas, but still have concerns about making changes at this time. The concerns are mainly around 
whether we will be able to get the right individuals for the new posts or not and whether we can get sufficient 
number of people standing for the various roles. 

In my opinion, these concerns are not new issues for Navnat and currently exist even in today’s setup. Not having the 
right person in the role is a risk that comes with the very nature of a democratically elected voluntary organisation – 
the risk exists today when electing President, Secretary, Treasurer etc – it is for the individual standing, their proposer 
and the members electing the individual to believe they are right for the position. If a person is truly not right for the 
role, it would be hoped they would stand aside and a replacement can then be brought in.

The concern about not having enough people come forward to fill the various new roles is again one which is valid, 
however I feel people are much more likely to come forward to work on a specific area of interest to them and 
therefore will be able to deliver much more than is seen at present. If a role cannot be filled at the time of election, 
provided a minimum committee size has been elected, the EC can always co-opt members into the vacant positions.

Your input is required.

Fundamentally Navnat is your organisation, and I would like to hear from you as members as to what your thoughts 
are about having elected committee members leading different areas of focus as mentioned above instead of 
general committee members who have no specific roles at the outset. 

Are there areas of needs I have missed that should also be considered? My suggested areas are simply suggestions 
and I am always open to ideas.

Do you feel more people would be willing to join committees focused on specific areas of focus that interest them 
without needing to get involved with the other issues that an EC member needs to deal with (such as being a charity 
trustee)?

Should the EC be accountable to members on delivering services that meet their needs and help build a stronger 
community as a result – should there be members of the EC that take on the task of working on these various areas 
and reporting back to you as members on their team’s progress?

Please email opinions@navnat.com with your feedback – all views will be reviewed by myself, the board of advisors 
and the executive committee, but we may not be able to answer all emails.

For specific questions about this article or how my proposals may work in practice, please do email me directly amit.
lathia@navnat.com and I will get back to you as soon as I can.

Please note that my thoughts in this article are not directed at any of my colleagues on the EC who all do Navnat 
proud with their dedication and voluntary service and with whom I have had the distinct pleasure of working with 
and learning from. My objections are with the structure itself which I feel does not enable us to get the best value out 
of our members valuable time when they choose to stand for a position on the Executive Committee. I hope all 
readers view this article in the constructive spirit with which it is written and hope to invoke ideas from the 
community to ensure that the future of Navnat stands strong and sustainable.
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Tel: 020 8150 7565    Email: info@oakdalefinancialservices.co.uk 

www.oakdalefinancialservices.co.uk

For further details or to reserve a place at one of our  
educational seminars, please contact us at:

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU AT ONE OF OUR SEMINARS.

Please find a list of our forthcoming educational seminars.

2018 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Date Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
16 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

Tuesday  
22 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Stanmore Golf Club, 
29 Gordon Avenue, 

Stanmore, Middlesex, 
HA7 2RL

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh shah

Wednesday 
23 May

4pm - 6pm

Foresight Group, The 
Shard, 32 London 

Bridge Street, London, 
SE1 9SG

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh Shah

Thursday 

24 May
7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Intergenerational 
Mortgages

Karan Trikha

Saturday  
26 May

10am - 12pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar
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OAKDALE FINANCIAL 
SERVICES LTD
Welcome to Oakdale Financial Services Ltd, 
wealth management specialists serving the 
financial planning needs of individuals, families 
and businesses. Our philosophy focusses on 
maintaining a long-term and trusted relationship 
with our clients. Our core services include:

Tel: 020 8150 7565   Mob: 07960 568644   
Email: dipesh.shah@sjpp.co.uk

Mr Dipesh Shah DipPFS, MSc, BA �Hons�

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of �325,000 ��650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �25,000 increments 
annually to �175,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one �325,000 nilrate band, and one 
�175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of �500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015

2019 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Dates Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
19th June 

2019

Wednesday 
31st July 

2019

Wednesday 
28th August 

2019

7.00 pm -  
Indian Buffet 

Dinner
(includes soft 

drinks)

8.00 pm – 
Seminar talk:
‘Inherently 

Unfair’?

9.00pm – 
Q & A Session

Mumbai 
Junction 

Restaurant, 
231 Watford 

Road, Harrow, 
Middlesex, 
HA1 3TU

 
Limited parking 
available onsite

‘Inherently Unfair’?

Inheritance Tax is 
widely viewed as 

unfair, and even the 
Chancellor agrees it’s 

complex, but only 
effective and early 

planning can minimise 
its impact on your 

estate.

This seminar talk will 
include a look at: 

Wills, Lasting Power of 
Attorney, Gifting, Trust 

Planning*, Business 
Relief, Protection 
for Inheritance Tax 

Planning.

Dipesh Shah
DipPFS, CeMAP MSc 

BA (Hons)
Wealth Manager & 
Company Director

of Oakdale Financial 
Services Ltd

Dipesh has a wealth of 
experience advising his 
clients in the important 
subject of inheritance 
tax Planning. Dipesh 

enjoys helping his 
clients minimise the 
impact of this tax on 
their estate, leaving 
more for their loved 
ones after they have 

passed away.

*Will writing and Powers of Attorney involve the referral to a service that is separate and distinct to those offered by St. James’s Place and 
along with Trusts are not regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Your home may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on your mortgage.

Dipesh Shah            Sean Fitzgerald
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and not everyone will gain. While the new 
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problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
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Inheritance Tax is widely viewed as unfair, and even the 

chancellor agrees it’s complex: only effective and early 

planning can minimise its impact on your estate. 

Well overdue, perhaps, was the news that Chancellor Philip 
Hammond had asked the Office of Tax Simplification (OTS) 
to review Inheritance Tax (IHT) with a view to simplifying the 
regime. In writing to the OTS, he acknowledged that “IHT, and 
the system within which it operates, is particularly complex”.

Currently, if your net estate is worth more than the standard 
nil-rate band of £325,000, 40p in tax is charged for every 
pound that exceeds the threshold; except that, broadly, 
if you leave your main residence to a lineal descendant, 
£125,000 is added to that nil-rate band (rising to £175,000 
in 2020/21). Unused elements of both allowances are 
transferrable on death to a surviving spouse or civil partner.

The regime has been criticised also for being discriminatory 
against those who do not own their own home, those who 
do not have children, and those who are not married or in 
a civil partnership.

Even if there is potential to simplify IHT exemptions, it’s 
probably too much to hope that the tax will be scrapped. After 
all, a cash-strapped Exchequer seems increasingly reliant on 
taxing people’s estates posthumously. In 2022/23, the UK’s 
Exchequer is expected to raise £6.38 billion from IHT.1  

That said, several governments around the world have 
convinced themselves that reforming or repealing estate 
taxes is vital to their political survival. If Donald Trump’s 
ambition is realised, the United States will join a growing 
list of nations where taxing people’s estates is being phased 
out or abandoned. Sweden abolished the practice in 
2004, while Hong Kong and Russia did the same in 2006. 
In Norway, inheritance and gift taxes were abolished in 
January 2014.2

IHT is often referred to as a ‘voluntary tax’, and it does 
seem that inertia or ignorance is largely to blame for wealth 
ending up in the hands of the taxman rather than surviving 
family members. The fact is that with some careful planning, 
those with estates currently worth more than the nil-rate 
band can legitimately reduce their IHT liability, or possibly 
pay nothing at all.

In your gift

Gifts are normally included in the net estate for IHT 
purposes if they were made less than seven years before 
death. However, these gifts are ignored if they total less 
than £3,000 in any one tax year. This means that you can 

make gifts of up to £3,000 in total in any tax year without 
attracting IHT. The £3,000 can be given to one person or it 
can be split between several people. If the exemption is not 
used in one tax year, it can be carried forward to the next 
year, potentially enabling a couple to remove £12,000 from 
their joint estate in just one tax year.

That money could be used to help with the financial 
challenges faced by younger family members; for example, 
topping up a child’s pension or Junior ISA could go a long 
way to providing them with an invaluable head start in life. 
With the end of the tax year looming, this opportunity could 
be lost unless action is taken soon.

Those with sufficient surplus income may also want to 
take account of the ‘normal gifts out of income’ rule – if 
you make regular gifts out of income and in doing so don’t 
affect your standard of living, the gifts are exempt from IHT. 
However, to reduce the possibility of a disagreement with 
HMRC, it is wise to seek professional help from a financial 
adviser or accountant.

While lifetime gifts can significantly reduce an IHT liability, 
it’s worth noting that if you don’t take time to write a valid 
Will, your estate will be handled according to the laws of 
intestacy. If you die intestate, you will have no control over 
how your estate is distributed, and rather than everything 
passing to a spouse or civil partner, a proportion could be 
transferred to descendants, triggering a potential IHT liability.

If your children’s share is worth more than the individual 
IHT threshold, they could be liable to pay 40% tax on 
anything they inherit over that amount. This could be 
avoided by writing a Will that leaves assets worth up to the 
tax-free threshold of £325,000 to children, with the balance 
of the estate left to a surviving spouse. But there may be 
even better options, depending on circumstances, through 
the use of trusts.

Take advice

IHT often falls on the ill-prepared and unadvised. That’s why 
it’s important to seek financial advice, so that all your assets 
are properly protected. Shockingly, fewer than a fifth of over-
55s have taken action to reduce their potential IHT bill.3

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs from taxation, 
can change at any time and are generally dependent on 
individual circumstances.
1 Office for Budget Responsibility, Economic and fiscal outlook 
   – March 2018
2 EY, Worldwide Estate and Inheritance Tax Guide 2017
3 Prudential, May 2017

Your Partner, together with St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc, are the data controllers of any personal data you provide and any further information which you 
subsequently provide to us. For further information on our uses of your personal data, please see the Partner’s privacy policy which can be accessed on their website and 

St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc’s privacy policy which can be accessed at www.sjp.co.uk/privacy

Tel: 020 8150 7565    Email: info@oakdalefinancialservices.co.uk 

www.oakdalefinancialservices.co.uk

For further details or to reserve a place at one of our  
educational seminars, please contact us at:

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU AT ONE OF OUR SEMINARS.

Please find a list of our forthcoming educational seminars.

2018 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Date Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
16 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

Tuesday  
22 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Stanmore Golf Club, 
29 Gordon Avenue, 

Stanmore, Middlesex, 
HA7 2RL

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh shah

Wednesday 
23 May

4pm - 6pm

Foresight Group, The 
Shard, 32 London 

Bridge Street, London, 
SE1 9SG

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh Shah

Thursday 

24 May
7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Intergenerational 
Mortgages

Karan Trikha

Saturday  
26 May

10am - 12pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

The Partner Practice represents only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) for the purpose 

of advising solely on the Group’s wealth management products and services, more details of which are set out on the Group’s website www.sjp.co.uk/products. The 

‘St. James’s Place Partnership’and the titles ‘Partner’ and ‘Partner Practice’ are marketing terms used to describe St. James’s Place representatives.
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The home on which the mortgage is secured may be repossessed if repayments are not maintained.

ADVERTISING FEATURE

Investment Planning   •   Protecting you & your Estate   •   Retirement Planning   •   Mortgages

OAKDALE FINANCIAL 
SERVICES LTD
Welcome to Oakdale Financial Services Ltd, 
wealth management specialists serving the 
financial planning needs of individuals, families 
and businesses. Our philosophy focusses on 
maintaining a long-term and trusted relationship 
with our clients. Our core services include:

Tel: 020 8150 7565   Mob: 07960 568644   
Email: dipesh.shah@sjpp.co.uk

Mr Dipesh Shah DipPFS, MSc, BA �Hons�

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of �325,000 ��650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �25,000 increments 
annually to �175,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one �325,000 nilrate band, and one 
�175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of �500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015

‘Inherently Unfair’

To receive a complimentary guide covering Inheritance Tax Planning, contact Dipesh Shah on 020 8150 7565 or email 
Dipesh.Shah@sjpp.co.uk
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Date Time Venue Topic Speaker
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582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

Tuesday  
22 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Stanmore Golf Club, 
29 Gordon Avenue, 

Stanmore, Middlesex, 
HA7 2RL

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh shah

Wednesday 
23 May

4pm - 6pm

Foresight Group, The 
Shard, 32 London 

Bridge Street, London, 
SE1 9SG

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh Shah

Thursday 

24 May
7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Intergenerational 
Mortgages

Karan Trikha

Saturday  
26 May

10am - 12pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar
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The home on which the mortgage is secured may be repossessed if repayments are not maintained.

ADVERTISING FEATURE

Investment Planning   •   Protecting you & your Estate   •   Retirement Planning   •   Mortgages

OAKDALE FINANCIAL 
SERVICES LTD
Welcome to Oakdale Financial Services Ltd, 
wealth management specialists serving the 
financial planning needs of individuals, families 
and businesses. Our philosophy focusses on 
maintaining a long-term and trusted relationship 
with our clients. Our core services include:

Tel: 020 8150 7565   Mob: 07960 568644   
Email: dipesh.shah@sjpp.co.uk

Mr Dipesh Shah �ipPFS, �Sc, BA �Hons�

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay �0� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of ��2�,000 ����0,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. �et the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in �une 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �2�,000 increments 
annually to �17�,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one ��2�,000 nilrate band, and one 
�17�,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of ��00,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business �elief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�1� will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015

The Partner Practice is an appointed representative of and represents only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority) for the purpose of advising solely on the Group’s wealth management products and services, more details of which are set out on the Group’s website www.sjp.co.uk/products. 

The ‘St. James’s Place Partnership’and the titles ‘Partner’ and ‘Partner Practice’ are marketing terms used to describe St. James’s Place representatives.
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In association with Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ ESTATE PLANNING LTD

• Wills • Lasting Power of Attorney
• Family Trusts • Wealth Preservation

• Probate

A professionally prepared plan to preserve, protect and pass on family wealth to your loved ones

For more information please call us on

02089528791
or email
chetan@chjestateplanning.co.uk

www.chjestateplanning.co.uk

CHJ Estate Planning Ltd
In Association With Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ Accountants Ltd
Chartered Certified Accountants

Chetan Parekh 
34 Longcrofte Road, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 6RR.
Mob: 07956536116
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WILL DRAFTING AND LASTING 
POWERS OF ATTORNEY

Shandip Nathalal Shah ASWW, ACIB, MBA

Tel: 020 3837 0099 or Mob: 07780 690432

Office:  Devonshire House, 582 Honeypot Lane,  
Stanmore, Middlesex  HA7 1JS

Email: shandip@balanceconsultancy.co.uk
Web: www.balanceconsultancy.co.uk  

Services provided by Balance Consultancy

 Estate Planning

 Will Drafting 

 Lasting Powers of Attorney

 Trusts – by approved partners 

 Probate – by approved partners

 Document / Will Storage                                            

 Talks to community groups

Evening & Weekend 
appointments 

available
•

Gujarati spoken 
fluently

•
Home visits available 
at a time to suit client

While we have good health we rarely think about what would happen if we lost our mental 
capacity or indeed became very ill. This is becoming more and more common as our lives 
become complex and longer. Would it not be great if at the time of your greatest need, you 
have loved and trusted ones taking decisions on your behalf safely and legally? You can do 
just that by taking out Lasting Powers of Attorney (LPA) to cover Health and/or Finance. They 
are both different LPAs but equally important. A vital document for the times we now live in.  
LPAs can only be set up while you have adequate mental capacity. LPAs are not just for the 
elderly but everyone over the age of 18. No one know when an illness can strike. Invest in your 
peace of mind now.

Contact Balance Consultancy for further details.

‘It’s a Dead Cert, so plan for it’ … Leave a Lasting Legacy NOT a Mess

We are delighted to be 
supporting St Luke’s for 2019. 
£5 from every Will drafted goes 
to St Luke’s Hospice

bc-oshwal-advert-april2019.indd   1 03/04/2019   12:40
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Lasting Powers of Attorney (LPA) – an essential document for your ‘Peace of Mind’ 

A Lasting Power of Attorney (LPA) is a legal document that grants a person or people the power to make deci-
sions on another person’s behalf. Having an LPA will save the family a lot of time and stress in the event of loss 
of capacity. If capacity is lost without any LPA in place, family and friends would need to apply for a Deputyship 
or a Court of Protection order which takes significantly longer than registering an LPA and possibly a lot more 
expensive. 

Unfortunately, capacity could be lost at any time making the need for an LPA ever more important. Whilst it can 
be quite distressing having to think about what would happen if you did lose capacity, having an LPA arranged 
prior to this will give you peace of mind knowing that in the event of a loss of capacity, your decisions can be 
made on your behalf by the people you trust to do so. Compare with an insurance policy on the house or car 
– we take these out in case something went wrong don’t we? LPA works on the same analogy. Its essential 
if your health is lost but maybe too late to take them out at that stage.

There are two types of LPA, both of which must be made when the donor has capacity (a Certificate provider has 
to certify this when making the application) in preparation for if they lose capacity. The first type is the Property 
and Affairs LPA which covers decisions about the donor’s financial affairs and their property. The attorneys can 
use this both before and after the donor loses capacity. The second type of LPA is the Health and Welfare LPA. 
This covers decisions about the donor’s personal welfare and health and can only come into effect after the 
donor has lost capacity. 

So who should you choose as an Attorney? You can have one or more people appointed as attorneys, and these 
can be replaced should any become unable to act on your behalf. If they are over the age of 18 and have mental 
capacity, then they can be appointed. It is a very personal decision when it comes to appointing an Attorney, as 
it needs to be someone that the donor trusts completely. This would normally be a spouse, children (over 18), 
close friends or relatives. If you have no one, you can appoint a professional attorney. This will bring added costs 
as professional attorneys may charge fees. Finally, an LPA isn’t valid until it has been registered by the Office of 
the Public Guardian (OPG). You can download forms from the OPG website or get a professional to draw them 
up. These are vital ‘peace of mind’ documents. Give them the importance they deserve.

Written by Shandip Nathalal Shah  – Balance Consultancy and Member of the Professional Standards Board and Regional 
Chair (West London region of the Society of Will Writers 
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Inspiration
Dr Nikhil Shah, Director of London Town Group, 
wins Young Entrepreneur category at the 
Asian Business Awards 2019

Nikhil Shah PhD wins Young Entrepreneur of the Year in association with State Bank of India at the annual Asian Business 
Awards in London on Friday 22nd March.

Chancellor Phillip Hammond MP was the Chief Guest at the gala event and paid tribute to the remarkable efforts of Asian 
business leaders in the UK. “The Asian business community in the UK has gone from strength to strength,” said Hammond.

The evening also saw the unveiling of the latest edition of the Asian Rich List, which profiles the top 101 wealth creators of 
Asian origin in Britain. The entries of the Asian Rich List 2019 have a combined wealth of more than £85.2 billion. The Hinduja 
family topped the list with an estimated wealth of £25 billion, followed by steel tycoon Lakshmi Mittal (£11.2bn) and SP Lohia 
in third place (£5.8bn).

Dr Nikhil Shah, Director of London Town Group and COO of S-Cube, is known for his vision and impact in business covering 
both the energy and real estate industries. MP Gareth Thomas described Nikhil as “a truly exceptional young man, a Cambridge 
educated mathematician, he has applied cutting edge science to fuel globally significant business developments in the energy 
and real estate sectors. His breakthrough theories on subsurface velocity commercialised through venture capital have helped 
revolutionise global petroleum exploration helping leading energy companies of the world to identify profitable deep-sea oil 
fields. As director of a London based private sector corporation, he has also helped spearhead cutting edge performances in 
software and automation, hotel construction and design.” 

Nikhil’s doctoral thesis, with its major new mathematical theories for sensor technology, was selected for commercialisation by 
venture capital. His seismic velocity algorithm was field trialled by Chevron USA, which resulted in the formation of S-Cube in 
2014 and its launch on the cloud in 2018. 

Under Nikhil’s leadership, the company has gone on to revolutionise and automate digital model generation by the 
exploration and production industry to make pinpoint drilling decisions. The patented Adaptive Waveform Inversion (AWI™) 
algorithm has enabled the leading energy companies of the world (including Tullow Oil, Statoil, Woodside Energy, INEOS and 
L1 Energy) to minimise risk and maximise subsurface recovery in identifying profitable deep-sea deposits. 

“With demand for energy surging, the cloud native digital twin sensor technology we are pioneering with S-Cube XWI hosted 
on Amazon Web Services will be deployed widely to advance efficiencies and automation across the sector from power plants 
to petrochemicals to subsurface storage of carbon emissions in depleted oil and gas wells” said Dr Nikhil Shah.

 For press enquiries please contact vcrampton@londontowngroup.com, the live announcement can be found on youtube at 
the following link: https://youtu.be/xB3AMO00bQ8.

Kalpana Shah, Dr Nikhil Shah & Mr Koolesh Shah
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Inspiration
Life is not just about making money, it’s about giving back and contributing to society

Over the past few years, with the help of friends and 
family, I have been donating development kits coupled 
with teaching students. During a visit in 2010, an eight 
week workshop was conducted on electronics for 
students - the video and photo gallery from various 
activities are available on YouTube*. From 2010 to 2017, 
seminars were given at various universities with the aim of 
bringing my industry experience straight to the classroom 
and demonstrating the practical side of Electronics in life.

PhD Student working on a Wireless Robot 

Life is not just about making money, 
 It’s about giving back and contributing to society 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

My name is Jagdish Sanghani; a retired Electronics 
Engineer graduated in 1972 from Maharaja Sayajirao 
University of Baroda, Electrical Engineering 
Department. The last eight years have been spent 
teaching electronics (embedded, robotics,  drones, 
instrumentation, power electronics, wireless etc.) to 
students at Maharaja Sayajirao University and 
universities in Gujarat, free of charge. Passing my 
knowledge to the next generation is a way of giving 
back to society. The plan is to go back early next year 
to teach at more universities throughout India where a 
lot of institutions still have a long way to go when it 
comes to accessible technology, teaching methods and 
especially in electronics. 

The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda is one 
example where resource constraints have unfortunately 
prevented the modernisation of the campus laboratories. 
The current Electronics control and Communication lab 
facilities are not adequate for under-graduates (120 
students) and post-graduates (80 students) on a program 
per year, in one classroom. There is a huge shortage of 
lab kits, instruments, benches, work stations and 
computers etc so the Electrical Engineering Dept. is 
looking for outside help. To find out more about we do 
please visit the below you tube link:  

*YouTube Link:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZM1jWhl3h9w 
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 It’s about giving back and contributing to society 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

My name is Jagdish Sanghani; a retired Electronics 
Engineer graduated in 1972 from Maharaja Sayajirao 
University of Baroda, Electrical Engineering 
Department. The last eight years have been spent 
teaching electronics (embedded, robotics,  drones, 
instrumentation, power electronics, wireless etc.) to 
students at Maharaja Sayajirao University and 
universities in Gujarat, free of charge. Passing my 
knowledge to the next generation is a way of giving 
back to society. The plan is to go back early next year 
to teach at more universities throughout India where a 
lot of institutions still have a long way to go when it 
comes to accessible technology, teaching methods and 
especially in electronics. 

The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda is one 
example where resource constraints have unfortunately 
prevented the modernisation of the campus laboratories. 
The current Electronics control and Communication lab 
facilities are not adequate for under-graduates (120 
students) and post-graduates (80 students) on a program 
per year, in one classroom. There is a huge shortage of 
lab kits, instruments, benches, work stations and 
computers etc so the Electrical Engineering Dept. is 
looking for outside help. To find out more about we do 
please visit the below you tube link:  

*YouTube Link:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZM1jWhl3h9w 

Over the past few years, with the help of 
friends and family, I have been donating 
development kits coupled with teaching 
students. During a visit in 2010, an eight week 
workshop was conducted on electronics for 
students - the video and photo gallery from 
various activities are available on YouTube*. 
From 2010 to 2017, seminars were given at 
various universities with the aim of bringing my 
industry experience straight to the classroom 
and demonstrating the practical side of 
Electronics in life. 
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It’s been a busy start to the year for Navnat Youth Association. Our Meet and Greet events so far this 
year have been a hit with a turnout of more than 70 people at each event. Meet and Greets are a 
great opportunity for the youth in our community to get together after work and meet new people.  

Navnat Youth is also going through a transition period with an AGM to be held later on this year to 
elect a new committee. We encourage all the youth in our community to get involved and help 
shape the future of NYA. 

We have a lot more events in the pipeline for all age groups so please keep a lookout for our emails 
and follow us on social media.  
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IREPORT Ram Navmi celebrations were organised by the 

NVA on 14th April 2019 , at Navnat Centre, Hayes. 
The hall was beautifully decorated with Ram 
Darbar in the centre & baby Krishna in a craddle. 
The public  started arriving and were welcomed 
with a glass of Saffron milk. 

Bhajans, Hanumam Chalisa and Ram Charitra, 
together with other music and entertainment and 
garba  was provided by Jalaram Krishna Mandal. 
The audience were deeply involved and soon it 
was time for Ram Janam and everyone rocked the 
Baby Krishna craddle soon after. 

This was followed by Thali  & Aarti, prasad and farewell. The programme was 
successfully convened by Bharat Mehta. 

We would like to thank the Nitinbhai Parekh family for their contribution towards the success 
of the event. £ 101.00 was kindly donated by Kamlaben Shah also kindly donated £101.00 and 
Renuben Mehta donated the saffron milk. We are thankful for the generous donations.

Michami Dukadam, Jai Jinendre, Jai Sri Krishna

By Bharat Mehta
(Ram Navmi Convenor)
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NAVNAT VANIK ASSOCIATION OF UK 

JIVDAYA DONATION LIST 2018 
 

PANJARAPOL & GAUSHALA 
 

 Charity Name Amount  Location 
Shree Amreli Panjarapole Gaushala ₹ 30,000 Amreli,  Gujarat 
Shree Chuda Mahajan Panjarapole ₹ 30,000 Surendrnagar,  Gujarat 
Shree Dabhoi Sarvajanik Panjarapole ₹ 30,000 Vadidra, Gujarat 
Shree Dhrol Gaushala Panjarapole ₹ 30,000 Near jamnagar,  Gujarat 
Shree Dhasa Junction Gaushala ₹ 30,000 Bhavnagar,  Gujarat 
Shree Jetpur Panjarapole Mahajan ₹ 30,000 Jetpur,  Gujarat 
Shree Junagadh Panjarapole Gaushala ₹ 30,000 Junagadh, Gujarat 
Shree Krushi Gau Seva Trust ₹ 30,000 Nashik, Maharashtra 
Shree Mahuva Gaurakshak Sabha ₹ 30,000  Bhavnagar, Gujarat 

Shree 
Okha Krishna Panjarapole 
(Gaushala) ₹ 30,000 Dwarka, Gujarat 

Shree Pashu Seva Kendra ₹ 30,000  Vadodara, Gujarat 

Shree 
Paliyad Mahajan Panjarapole and 
Gaushala Trust ₹ 30,000 Patiyad, Botad, Gujarat 

Shree Savarkundla Gaushala ₹ 30,000 
Savarkundla, Dist. 
Amreli, Gujarat 

Shree Tankara Panjarapole Trust ₹ 30,000 Tankara, Gujarat 
Shree Vadodara Panjarapole ₹ 30,000 Vadodara, Gujarat 
Shree Wadhwan Mahajan Panjarapole ₹ 30,000 Surendranagar, Gujarat 

Shree 
Wakaner Panjarapole and Gaushala 
Trust ₹ 30,000 Wakaner , Gujarat 

Shree 
Botad Mahajan Panjarapole & 
Gaushala ₹ 30,000 Para Botad, Gujarat 

Shree Devgurukrupa Sarvajanik Chabutro ₹ 30,000 Rajkot, Gujarat 
Shree Dahod anaj mahajan gaushala ₹ 30,000 Dahod, Gujarat  

Shree 
Dashashrimali Sthanakvasi Jain 
Sangh Panjarapole ₹ 30,000 Amreli, Gujarat 

Shree Andh-Apang Manav Kalyan Trust ₹ 30,000 

Near Rangoli Park, Opp. 
Atithi Park, Kalawad 
Road, Rajkot 

Shree Arasuri Ambaji Mata Devsthan Trust ₹ 30,000 Ambaji, Gujarat 
Shree Ashadeep Charitable Foundation ₹ 30,000 Junagadh, Gujarat 
Shree Ashirwad Seva Charitable Trust ₹ 30,000 Rajkot  Gujarat 
Shree Ashirwad Trust for Disabled, Sayla ₹ 30,000 Surendranagar Gujarat 
Shree Bhavnagar Vruddhashram Trust ₹ 30,000 Bhavnagar, Gujarat 
Shree Bolbala Charitable Trust ₹ 30,000 Rajkot, Gujarat 

Late 
Dilip-Paresh Ashokchand Shah 
Sarvajanik Panjarapole ₹ 30,000 Vadodara, Gujarat 

  
Manavjyot Charitable Trust  (OLD 
AGE HOME)  ₹ 30,000 

Bhuj-Kutch, Gujarat 
370001 

Shree Meghji Sojpal Jain Ashram ₹ 30,000 Mandvi-kutch,Gujarat  
  Menaba Charitable Trust ₹ 30,000 Gandhinagar, Gujarat 

  Mother Teresa Charity ₹ 30,000 
Dalmiapuram,Trichy 
Dist, Tamilnadu 

Shree Navkar Sarvar Kendra ₹ 30,000 Ahemedabad Gujarat 

  
Parekh D P & T P Shree Sthanakvasi 
Vanik Jain Balashram ₹ 30,000 

Rajputpara Street No.8, 
Rajkot, Gujarat 

  Samast Mahajan ₹ 30,000 Mumbai  Maharastra 
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Shree Sarvadharma Jivdaya Sangh ₹ 30,000 Anand, Gujarat 
Shree Satyam Seva Yuvak Mandal Trust ₹ 30,000 Junagadh, Gujarat 
  Seva Mandal ₹ 30,000 Mandvi, Kutch Gujarat 
Shree Shah K L Institute for the Deaf - Trust ₹ 30,000 Bhavnagar, Gujarat 
  Sudama Charitable Trust ₹ 30,000 Surendranagar, Gujarat 
Pujya Tapaswi 
Shree 

Jagjeevanjee Maharaj Chakchu 
Chikitsalaya ₹ 30,000 Dist. Bokaro (Jharkhand) 

  
Panchamia Charitable Trust-  Eye 
care ₹ 30,000 JETPUR  gujarat 

  Sadbhavana Jankalyan Trust ₹ 30,000 Rajkot, Gujarat 

Shree 
Radhanpur Khodadhor Panjarapole 
Sanstha ₹ 30,000 

Patan, North Gujarat. 
385340 

Shree Ashutosh Gau Seva Samiti Trust ₹ 30,000 Jamnagar Gujarat 

  
Bhagwan Mahaveer Viklang 
Sahayata Samiti ₹ 30,000 Jaipur Gujarat 

  
Society for Relief & Rehabilitation of 
the Disabled ₹ 30,000 Bhavnagar, Gujarat 

  Freedom Yuva Group ₹ 30,000 Rajkot, Gujarat 

  
Nagardas Manji Shah Vardhman 
Sarvajanik Trust ₹ 30,000 Rajkot Gujarat 

Shree Pragna Chakshu Mahila Sevakunj ₹ 30,000 Surendranagar Gujarat 
  Vikas Vidyalaya ₹ 30,000 Surendranagar, Gujarat 

  
Goodwill Hands  (Leprosy and 
Education) ₹ 30,000 Thirusulam, Chennai  

    ₹ 1,590,000   
 

UK CHARITIES 

Charity Name Amount  Address 

UFAW £300 
The Old School, Brewhouse Hill, 
Wheathampstead, Hertfordshire 

Farm Africa £300 9th flr, bastion hse, 140, london wall, EC2Y 5DN 
Four Paws £300 32-36 Loman Street, London 
The Peace Hospice £300 Peace Drive, Watford, Herts. 

St Luke's Hospice £1,000 Kenton Grange, Kenton Road, Harrow 

AASHIANA  CHARITABLE TRUST  £3,500 34 Queensbury Station Parade, Edgware  
Multiple Sclerosis Society £300 372 Edgware Road, London 

Jinendra Foundation £300 
The grange, cryfield grange Road, coventry. CV4 
7AQ 

Action Aid  UK £300 33-39, Bowling Green Lane, London EC1R 0BJ 
  £6,600   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

SHRADDHANJALI DONATIONS 
Donation type Amount 

 
Name Message 

General Donation  £25.00 Rashvin 
Parekh 

In the Memory of ‘Harsukhrai Maganlal Desai’ 

General Donation  £51.00 Jai Vaid In the Memory of ‘Harsukhrai Maganlal Desai’ 

General Donation  £251.00 Prajay Shah In the Memory of ‘Vinodrai Manilal Shah’ 
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 NAVNAT VADIL   MANDAL 

Navnat Centre, Printing House Lane, Hayes, UB3 1AR 
Subsidiary of Navnat UK Charity Registration No 1173042 

 
Greetings and Namaste to All. 
 
We had the Annual General Meeting of Navnat Vadil Mandal on Friday 19th April 2019 at Navnat 

Centre and I am very fortunate to be elected again as President. This year 
we welcome on board Shri Chadrakantbhai Shah who joins our team as 
Assistant Secretary, Shri Jagdishbhai Sanghani as Membership Secretary 
and 2 new committee members Shri Surendrabhai Shah and Vishnubhai 
Shah. The rest of the committee member names are shown in the side 
panel. 
 
As for future plans in taking our Vadil Mandal forward, my team and I will 
work hand in hand to improve the quality of life for our members. We would 
like to reduce or stop using plastic plates and glasses and introduce use of 

stainless-steel plates. As an immediate solution, with help from the NVA EC, we plan to recycle all 
the plastic we use and arrange for it to be collected regularly by Hillingdon Council.  
 
Our volunteer ladies prepare nutritious lunch every Friday and they will need a modern and up to 
date kitchen with new equipment to lessen the manual work and make preparing meals more 
efficient. We will work with the NVA EC to facilitate and provide all the help necessary to our 
kitchen ladies. 
 
This year we are planning outings such as day trips, picnics and short holidays to take our members 
out and enjoy the summer. We are looking into the possibility of a cruise holiday as well. 
 
Our Mandal has gone from strength to strength and gained popularity among our community and 
it is the “talk of the town”. This is mainly due to the vital support from our members and our 
community leaders and the hard work carried out by our committee members. Let us make Vadil 
Mandal strong, let us make Navnat strong! 
 
Nalinbhai Udani  
President  
Navnat Vadil Mandal 
 

Report on AGM - Friday 19th April 2019 
 

214 members attended Vadil Mandal’s AGM on 19th April. Two minutes silence was observed  for 
departed members  and also in memory of Gurudev Shree  Chitrabhanu who passed away today.  
President Nalinbhai Udani started his report by giving a history of Mandal. Mandal was started 21 
years ago with just few members and today we have 400 members and a waiting list. 
 

 
 
 

President 
Nalinbhai Udani 
020 8204 5716 
07939 141 098 
 
Vice President 
Ramesh Shah 
020 8422 8988 
07742 045 154 
 
Secretary 
Natubhai Mehta 
01923 597 995 
07883 884 513 
 
Assistant Secretary 
Chandrakant Shah 
020 8723 1138 
07880 727 187 
 
Treasurer 
Bhupen Vasa 
020 3016 4074 
07741 416 361 
 
Assistant Treasurer 
Bhogibhai Rupani  
020 8907 2941 
07405 015 784 
 
Membership 
Secretary 
Jagdish Sanghani 
01296 612500 
07796 428 263 
 
Committee Member 
Chandulal Shah 
Induben Shah 
Purnimaben Meswani 
Surendrabhai Shah 
Vishnu Shah 
 
Programme 
Coordinator   
Purnimaben Meswani 
020 8422 9470 
07828 144 455 
 
Coach 
Coordinator 
Arvind Shah 
020 8204 4970 
07443 118 902 
 
Kitchen Coordinator 
Sakuben Sheth 
020 8206 2887 
07966 840 910 
 
Liaison officer for 
kitchen 
Ramesh Shah 
020 8422 8988 
07742 045 154 
 
Liaison officer  
for Yoga 
Mr Jayeshbhai Shah 
020 8951 3382 
 
Liaison officer in 
charge for sound 
Arvind Mehta 
07575 705 112  
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Secretary Rameshbhai  Shah mentioned all the programmes we had for our members during the last year. This 
included Natak, Health Programmes, Musical afternoon etc whose reports were sent to all members every week.  
He thanked all for giving him full support and love during his four years term as a Secretary. 
  
Treasurer Bhupendra Vasa gave his report and mentioned that we had many more programmes this year than 
last year and as a result we had short fall of £6,391 on programmes only but with generous donations, 
Membership fee and gift aid overall, we made a surplus of £6,581. 
  
Membership Secretary Arvindbhai Mehta mentioned that the current membership stands as follows:-  Full 
members 402 and we have waiting List of 
195.  
  
Our Kitchen coordinator Mrs Sakuben Sheth 
introduced her team and thanked all the 
kitchen ladies members and gents volunteers 
who have helped in the Kitchen to make her 
job as easy as possible. 
 

 
Programme Report from Navnat Vadil Mandal for the month of Jan to April 2019 

 
On 18th Jan we had Bingo game. 
  
On 26th January 2019 we celebrated the Republic Day of India. Members sang various songs and Indian’s flags 
were waved and some of the members were dressed in the colours of Indian flag. Everybody  enjoyed the 
afternoon.  
 
On 1st Feb we had video clips from Kaajal Oza vaidya and on 8th Feb we had Bollywood Quiz. 
 
On 15th Feb નવનાત વડીલ મડંળે ભવ્ય રીતે વેલેનટાઈન ડનેી ઉજવણી કરી હતી. સ્વાદીષ્ટ જમણ બાદ ભપેુ�્ભાઈ અન ે

દીનાબહનેે રોમાટીક ગીતોની રમઝટ શરંુ કરી હતી. આખરે રાસ ગરબા બાદ લગભગ ચાર વાગ્યે આ પ્રોગામ ચા સાથ ેપરુો 

થયો હતો.  
 
On 22nd Feb we had a talk on “How to be happy in life”  and on 1st of March we had a game of “Deal or No 
Deal”.  
 
On 8th march Sandeep Shah presented demonstration of Safety Information in the home.  
 
On 23rd March we had full day special event of Mehfil by a group from India as it was specially sponsored by 
Yogesh, Hitesh  and Dilesh Mehta and their families in the memory of their beloved mother Mrs Taraben Bhogilal 
Mehta. President Nalinbhai Udani gave brief introduction of Taraben as a pleasant lady who took part in all our 
activities including antakshari, variety show, and coach trips and we will always remember her smiley face.  
It was extremely a pleasant and a happy event for Vadil Mandal as the Main Hall  of  Navnat is named  in the 
name of Mrs Taraben Bhogilal Mehta. The delicious food was cooked by our “અન્નપણુૅ।દેવી” Sakuben and her 

kitchen team. Sakuben was awarded prestigious and well-deserved award in recognition of her longstanding and 
exemplary service to the Jain community by One Jain.  
 
Yogeshbhai confirmed that each word said by Nalinbhai and Rameshbhai for my mother Taraben is true and he 
declared a generous donation of  £3,501 to Vadil Mandal and requested to continue their  good services to Vadils.  
 
On 5th April Mr Bhagwandasbhai Bakhai and his party sang few lovely songs. 
 
On 12th April Vadil mandal arranged bingo for all and Mandal gave prizes to first three winners. 
 
On 19th April we had our AGM. 
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On 26th April we had a special sponsored 
lunch and music group by Babukaka 
Mehta and family celebrating 100 years of 
their beloved father  Shree Babulal 
Ratanshi Mehta who was born on 26th 
April 1919 . Event started by a special 
welcome drink “Raab” (રાબ) and then 

Diva ceremony was performed by their 
family. Programme started after a prayer 
by committee members and famous 
staven of Pujya Gurudev Chitrabhanu 
“ મૈત્રી ભાવનુ ંપવવત્ર ઝરણુ”ં who passed 

away on 19th April 2019 at the age of 
96.  Many popular songs were sung by 
two male and three female singers with full orchestra until 12.40 then Vadil Committee honoured Babukaka 
family with bouquet of flowers. 
 

Nalinbhai spoke few words in respect of Babukaka .He was 
founder member of Vadil Mandal. Subhas Bakhai on behalf of 
Babukaka family thanked Vadil Mandal in organising and giving 
chance to celebrate centenary and then Babukaka family declared 
a very generous donation of £5,001  Vadil Mandal.  
Delicious lunch was served to all in stainless-steel plates and 
special serving ladies were hired and ખીચડો અન ેલાપસી ઊપરાત 

અનેક વાનગીનુ ંભોજન પીરસવામા આવલે હતુ.ં 
The second half of music continued until 4 PM and with high tea 
everyone was served with હાડંવો and home-made biscuits. 

 
Vadil Mandal has many positive feedbacks on all our programmes  and in that effect a special donation of £1001 
has been donated by Mr Mayurbhai Mehta and family in fond memory of his beloved mother Late Mrs. Vanitaben 
Vrajlal Mehta. Mayurbhai Mehta congratulated Vadil Mandal team for the excellent work they are doing for our 
elders.  

 
નવનાત વડીલ મડંળે “નટ સમ્રાટ“ની અદભતુ સફળતા બાદ 
ફરી એક ગજુરાતી ફીલ્મ “ચાલ જીવી લઈએ” રજુ કરી હતી. આ 
ફીલ્મ રવવવાર અન ે24મી માચૅના રોજ સફારી સીનેમામા રજુ 
કરી હતી. લગભગ 550 વ્યકીઓએ જોઈ હતી. આ ફીલ્મ બઘા 
બહુજં ગમી હતી.આવી ફીલ્મો લાવવા માટે વવનતી કરી હતી. 
આ ફીલ્મમા પણ વસધ્ધાથથ રાદેંરરયાની પરફેક્ટ કાસસ્ટિંગ અન ે

અફલાતનૂ જીવતી જાગતી એસક્ટિંગની છે. લેખકે જેટલુ ંસુદંર રીતે કાગળ પર એમનુ ંપાત્રાલેખન કર્ુું છે, એટલી 
જ સુદંર રીતે એમણ ેપડદા પર એમન ેજીવતં કર્ુું છે.આ રફલ્મમા ંત્રણ ગીત છે પણ ગીત 'ઘણુ ંજીવો.' એ ગીત 
રફલ્મનો સાર છે. રફલ્મનો ક્લાઇમેક્સ અન ેઅંત ખબૂ જ મજબતૂ છે. આ રફલ્મ ક્યારે પરૂી થાય છે એ ખબર જ 
નથી પડતી.  
આ ફીલ્મ માથી ત્રણ જુદા જુદા સદેંશા મળે છે. એક તો ફીલ્મ નામ પ્રમાલે આપણ ેબધાયે જીંદગી જીવવામાટે છે 
ઝગડવા માટે કે પૈસા ભેગા કરવા માટે નથી. બીજુ બાળકોએ માબાપન ુઘ્યાન ને ભલુીને પૈસાની પાછળ દોડવ ુ
નહીં.  ત્રીજો અન ેસોથી મહતવનો સદેંસો જે ફીલ્મની આખરે છે જે બહ ુજ ટંુકાણમા બતાવીયો છે કે દરેક 
મનષુયની ફરજ છે કે પોતાના મતુ્ર્ ુબાદ શરીરના અંગોન ુદાન કરવ ુજોઈએ. 
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NAVNAT BRIDGE CLUB
Navnat Bridge Club members have been thoroughly enjoying  
themselves playing  the Wednesday and Friday duplicate sessions ; 
weekend plays with lunches and dinners; the various competitions such 
as Monthly Tournaments, Swiss Pairs and the Team of Four play and by 
the time this article goes into print, we shall have had our AGM and the 
new committee shall be In place.

We have also started  a programme of“ Bridge for Beginners “ classes 
from May in the hope that we get a variety of people of all ages and 
from all walks of life to take on playing bridge,  whether they be 19 or 
90; which will be at its half – way stage by the time this article is in print.

Navnat Bridge Club members have been thoroughly enjoying 
themselves playing  the Wednesday and Friday duplicate sessions ; weekend plays with lunches and dinners; the 
various competitions such as Monthly Tournaments, Swiss Pairs and the Team of Four play and by the time this 
article goes into print, we shall have had our AGM and the new committee shall be In place.

We have also started  a programme of“ Bridge for Beginners “ classes from May in the hope that we get a variety 
of people of all ages and from all walks of life to take on playing bridge,  whether they be 19 or 90; which will be 
at its half – way stage by the time this article is in print. 

I would just like to give you a bit of an insight into the vocabulary and language of bridge and how different 
countries use the same word for different bridge terminology. This makes a humorous yet fascinating read. 

 - The word “bridge” is believed to have been derived from “biritch” which is Russian Whist.
 - We always have one dummy in bridge whose cards are placed face up on the table and are played by 
her/his partner, the declarer.
In India, the dummy is not called dummy but is referred to as donkey.
In Sri Lanka the Jack is known as a donkey whereas the Greeks use ”hook” as a nickname for the Jack and the 
Americans use “hook” for finesse ( a card play  technique in bridge that enables  a player to win additional tricks).
 - A penalty is a bridge bid when the opponents have overreached themselves by bidding a contract they 
cannot make . The Australians use the names of cities with appropriate post codes as slang for the larger 
penalties. Thus a penalty of 2000 points is known as a “Sydney” and a 2600 point penalty is known as a “Canberra”, 
but if the Americans were to also apply this terminology, then surely they would refer to a penalty of 500 points 
as “Indianapolis”….. but of course they do not. The Russians measure the size of penalties in “balloons”, so a 
penalty of 1100 points is 11 balloons.
 - If the Italians misplay a hand; they refer to it jokingly as “I played it with my feet”.
So do the French. 
 - In England, the Spades and Hearts are referred to as the Major suits and the Clubs and Diamonds as the 
Minors. In Poland, the Minors are referred to as “Young Suits” and the Majors are “Old Suits”.
 - Vulnerabilty  is a system of varying the bridge scoring in a  game and being vulnerable  increases the 
bonuses if the contract has been made or conversely increases the penalties if the contract cannot be made.
The Thais call themselves “Adults” when they are Vulnerable and “Children” when are non – vulnerable.
 - Most Japanese bridge words are nipponised versions of English words.
The Spades are “Speido”, Hearts are “Hearto”, Diamonds are “Daiamondo” and Clubs are “Kurabu”.
 - The Dutch refer to a long suit of winners as “Trein” meaning a long train.
 - Defenders are the pair that try to defeat the contract.
Greek defenders like to call out “January, February, March,……” as they cash their defensive tricks, or their 
winners.

This is a brief synopsis of words and phrases used in bridge clubs in some parts of the world.
However, if you were to visit a foreign land, and you wish to use a phrase to impress the locals; please be careful 
because you might  discover that  you have insulted someone`s mother - in -  law!
  

By Vandana Wadhar
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 નવનાત વણિક ભગીની સમાજે દર વર્ષની જેમ તા.8.12.18 ના રોજ ચીલ્ડ્રન ક્રીસમસ પાર્ટીન ું આયોજન કરેલ હત  . આ વરે્  “Sleeping 

Beauty” ના “Pantomime” ન  આયોજન કરેલ હત  . “Sleeping Beauty” ના “Pantomine” 

ના કાયષક્રમના કારિે ર્ટીકીર્ટોન ું વેચાિ સારા પ્રમાિમાું થયેલ. જોતજોતામાું આઠ 

ડીસેમ્બબરનો દદવસ આવી પહોઁચ્યો અને બાળકો, વડીલો તથા  ય વાનોથી નવનાતનો 

હોલ  ભરાવા લાગ્યો. પ્રથમ સૌએ નાસ્તાને ન્યાય આપ્યો. દરેક બાળકને “Goody Bag” 

આપવામાું આવેલ. સમય થતા સૌ મોર્ટા હોલમા ગોઠવાઈ ગયા અને “Pantomime” નો 

કાયષક્રમ શર  થયો. મોર્ટા અને નાના સૌએ ખબૂજ રસથી પ્લેનો આનુંદ માણ્યો. સમય થતા 

સૌએ જમિનો લાભ લીધો. ત્યાર બાદ ભગીનીની બહનેોએ બાળકોને Musical Chair, 
Hokey-

Cokie, Simple Simon says વગેરે રમતો રમાડી આનુંદ 

કરાવેલ. કોઇએ ણચત્રકામનો આનુંદ માણ્યો. અંતમા સ ુંદર રીતે 

શિગારેલ ‘ગ્રાર્ટો’માું ‘ફાધર દક્રસમસ’ પાસે સ ુંદર બેગોમાું 

રાખેલ ગીફર્ટ લેવા મારે્ટ બાળકો સાથે માતાપપતા તેમજ દાદા-

દાદીની કતાર લાગી. સૌએ પોતાના કેમેરામા યાદગીરી રૂપે 

ફોર્ટા લીધા અને ગીફર્ટ સાથે ઘર તરફ પ્રયાિ કય ષ.  

દર વર્ષની જેમ આ વરે્ પિ ભારતીબેન કનેશભાઈ ગાઠાિી તરફથી તેમના માતાપપતાની યાદગીરી રૂપે સૌને દક્રસમસ ગીફર્ટો આપવામા 

આવેલ. તેમારે્ટ અમો તેમનો ખરા દદલથી આભાર માનીએ છીએ. હર સાલની જેમ આ સાલ પિ વર્ાષબેન બાવીશી ‘મેનકેપ’ના ભાઈ-

બહનેોને લાવેલ. તેઓએ પિ ખ બ આનુંદ કરેલ. હીતેશભાઈ કીશોરભાઈ તરફથી £100/- ‘મેનકેપ’ પનમીતે મળેલ છે. પા.51/- “એનોપનમસ” 

વ્યક્તત તરફથી, પા.25/- વોરા ફેમીલી તરફથી, પા.25/- સરોજબેન વારીયા તરફથી અને પા.25/- બીનાબેન હોલ્ડ્ડન તરફથી ખ શી ભેર્ટ મળેલ 

છે. ભદિકાબેન શાહ તરફથી સીરીયલબાર આપેલ. એ સવષનો આભાર. આ 

વરે્ પિ ડેવીડ હોલ્ડ્ડન ભાઈએ ‘ફાધર દક્રસમસ’ બની બધા બાળકોને 

દક્રસમસ ગીફર્ટ આપેલ. તે બદલ તેમનો આભાર.  

 આ કાયષક્રમ દરમ્યાન અમારાથી કોઈન  મન દ ભાય ું હોય તો ક્ષમા કરશો.  

આ કાયષક્રમના કન્વેનર સરોજબેન વારીયા તથા બીનાબેન હોલ્ડ્ડન હતા.                                                                                                                                                                  

               

                  નવનાત ભગીનીના જય જીનેન્દ્ર અને જય શ્રી�્ણ  

Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

We would like to inform our membership that our AGM for 2019 will be held in the first week of July. 
The exact date will be notified by a web blast so please look out for the exact date and time of our AGM.  
 

Jai Jinendra and Jai Shree Krishna 
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international women’s day  
 

International Women’s Day તા.8.3.19ના હતો પરંત ુભગીની સમાજે તા.2.03.19 
ના રોજ શમા એન્ડ પાર્ટીની મહફેીલ યોજીને International Women’s Day ઉજવેલ. 
આ કાયયક્રમની બધી ટર્ટટકર્ટો ટૂુંક સમયમાજં વેચાઇ ગઇ હતી. ટર્ટટકર્ટો સાથ ે ફ્રી 
રાફેલની ટર્ટટકર્ટો પણ આપવામા ંઆવલે. સાજંના 6.30 વાગતા અને જમવાનો 
સમય થતા લોકો આવવા લાગ્યા. ગરમા ગરમ જમણ જમ્યા પછી સૌએ પોતાન ુ
સ્થાન લઇ લીધ ું  અન ેઆઠ વાગતા ભારત મારે્ટ કુરબાની આપનાર સૈનનક જવાનોન ે
યાદ કયાય અન ેએક મીનીર્ટના મૌન બાદ ભગીનીની બહનેોએ રાષ્ટ્ગીત ગાય ુઅન ે
પછી શમા એન્ડ પાર્ટીએ મહફેીલની શરુઆત કરી. આમ સગંીતનો આનદં માણતા દશ 
વાગી ગયા અને નાના નવરામ દરમ્યાન ચા કોફી તેમજ બીસ્કીર્ટનો આનદં લઇ 
કાયયક્રમ ફરી આગળ વઘ્યો પ્રથમ રાફેલ ર્ટીકીર્ટોનો ડ્રો કરવામા આવલે. રાફેલ ર્ટીકીર્ટોના ડ્રોના ઇનામો આપનાર દાતાઓના અમ ેઆભારી 
છીએ.  

પ્રથમ ઇનામ – His & Hers  Designer perfume set. - તારાબેન મહતેાના પટરવાર તરફથી હત ું. તેના પવજેતા કમલ બેન બાર્ટવીયા હતા. 
બીજુ ઇનામ – અવન વીથ ગ્રીલ - રુંજનબને અશોકભાઇ પરે્ટલ તરફથી હતી. તેના પવજેતા ધીરજબને પારેખ હતા.  
ત્રીજુ ઇનામ – માઇક્રોવેવ ઓવન - સ્કાયલીંક તરફથી હત . તેના પવજેતા પ નમબને દોશી હતા. 
ચોથ ુઇનામ – હલેધી ફ્રાયર- રેણ બેન ભરતભાઇ મહતેા તરફથી હત . તેના પવજેતા નરેશભાઈ દોશી હતા. 
પાાંચમ ુઇનામ - હને્ડબેગ – અનોનીમસ બેન તરફથી હત ું. તેના પવજેતા શીલાબને નરેશભાઈ હતા. 
છઠ્ઠુ ઇનામ  -  ર્ટોસ્ર્ટર - ભૈરવીબેન શાહ તરફથી હત . તેના પવજેતા પ્રફુલાબેન અન પભાઇ શાહ હતા. 
ઇનામોની વહેંચિી કયાષ બાદ પિૂીમાબેને International Women’s Day હોવાથી દ નીયાભરની પ્રખ્યાત સ્રીઓ મારે્ટ રીડલ લખીને 
લાવલેા તેના પર પાુંચ મીનીર્ટ કવીઝ રમાડેલ હતી. ત્યાર બાદ શમા એન્ડ પાર્ટીએ મહફેીલ શરુ કરી અને સૌ સગંીતમા ંતરબોળ થઇ 
ગયા. આમ બાર વાગી ગયા. સગંીત ચાલ ુરાખવાની સૌની ઇચ્છા ઘણી હતી પરંત ુસમયના અભાવ ેબધં કરવ ુપડેલ.  
પ્રેક્ષકોના ચહરેા પર આનદં દેખાતો હતો. આમ ભગીનીએ International Women’s Day ની યાદ રહી જાય એ રીતે ઉજવિી કરી  
આ કાયષક્રમ દરમ્યાન જાિતા કે અજાિતા કોઇને કુંઇ કહવેાઇ ગય  હોય તો ક્ષમા કરશો.  
આ કાયષક્રમના કન્વીનર કલ્ડ્પનાબેન પારેખ અને ચેતનાબને દેસાઇ હતા. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

ભગીની સમાજના સવવને જય જીનેન્દ્ર અને જય શ્રી ક્ર્ણ 
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On 26th February  sports day was planned sport games. 

 અ"કુ %ી સ(યોએ પોતાની બચપણની ક3રમની રમત રમી હતી.7યાર3 89ુુષ સ(યો 

મોનોપોલી ગેઈમ રમીને પોતાના મોટા  મોટા બીઝનેશ સમજવા માડંયા હતા. આ 

બGે રમત 7યાર3 ડાઈનHગ હોલમા રમાતી હતી Iયાર3 મદંKરમા અ"કુ 89ુુષ સ(યોએ 

ટ3બલ ટ3નીશ રમી રLા હતા.એજ 

સમયે અ"કુ સ(યો નવનાતના 

િવસાળ Oાઉંડમા ફરવા નકળKયા 

હતા. અ"કુ સ(યો બેડનHમટન પણ રમી રLા હતા. આ રKતે સૌવ 

પોતપોતીની રKતે મS માણી રLા હતા Iયાર3 આપણી કKચનના બહ3નો બધાને 

માટ3 UવાદKVટ જમણ બનાવી રLી હતી.અને  આજના જમણના દાતા તીWુબેંન હતા.  

Please find below the report of various programmes arranged by Jalsa 
group for  the month of march. We start all the programmes first with usual 
breakfast and Delicious lunch on 12th  we had a Wheat Grass Seminar and  
lots of benefits and value of wheat grass was explained . 

On 19th March we had Holi celebration. so, everyone came in colourful  dress  
&  also happy mood. Many Holi songs were played on the screen and  some 
members spoke on the story of Holikamata. Rameshbhai gave few speeches 
on use of Holi festival in the film like in “DARR” Sarukhan Khan pained his 
face with colour and in Sholay Amitabh Bacchan used colour to blind Gabber 
Singh. We had Rass Garba and Delicious Lunch.  

On 26h March we played in house games which was arranged by our 
member Mukundbhai and Veenaben like ‘Pass the Parcel with a twist’ like 
he prepared about 70 folded 

pieces of paper in a chocolate container and when 

music "# stopped, the person in charge of the parcel 

had to pick a folder piece of paper and age group in 
mind. Then they had to do whatever they were 
asked to do something like a dance, sing a song, tell 

a joke 
etc. ‘ 
This drew out many interesting stories as  members 
were put on it was interesting to watch their actions. 
Everyone enjoyed the game.  

On 1st April  Mother’s Day programme was arranged . 
A singer and a comedy act were organised, and many  
Mother’s Day songs were singing and all members 
joined in dancing afterward mouth-watering  food 
was served. 
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Jalsa also celebrated Hanuman Chalisha Which was done in most professional way and everyone 
took part in chanting Hanuman Dhun. And navnat centre was filed up with a religious 
atmosphere and First time in the history of navnat lord Hanuman,  Ram. sita and Laxman trio 
was staged with full decoration and Dhup 
credit goes to all ladies of Jalsa group. 

This is not the end of Jalsa report it goes on 
and on. There come MAHASIVRATRI Lord 
siva  was invited and special leaf of bilimora 
were kept handy and every one virtually 
every one were given a chance to do a ritual 
of special puja with bilimora leaf and milk. 
Those were present on the day they received 
a blessing from lord Siva Once more all ladies and this time some men also joined in decorating 

navnat hall. 

Iyambelni oli( Xમબલની ઓળK ) was also celebrated by 

special speech and explanation by some members. 

Hasmitaben, Bachoobhai and another leading member were 
thanked for representing the Jalsa group. Many members 
who presented also express their gratitude to this Tuesday 
Jalsa group and slowly and slowly more and more guests 
are joining this group that is because the hard work of all 
volunteers for not only decorating but also cooking 
delicious food  

Jalsa Group thanked all volunteers and thanked specially all kitchen ladies who cooked and all 
other donors. Jalsa Group is grateful to all the donors and volunteers specially kitchen ladies.  

જલસાZપુ 			JALSA GROUP 

નવનાત વડKલ મડંળની [મ દર મગંળવાર3 લગભગ ચાર  વષૅથી િનયમીત જલસાZપુ મળે છે. વાષીક સ(ચફK મા` £75 રાખેલ છે. 

લગભક 80થી વb ુ સ(ચો જોડાણા છે. આ Zપુમા લગભગ 70થી વb ુસ(ચો દર મગંળવાર3 આવે છે.જો કોઈપણને મહ3માન તરKખે આવc ુ

હોયતો ડ3ઈલી ફK £3.00/£5.00 આપીને આવી શક3 છે.આ Zપુ દર મગંળવાર3 સવારના 11 વાdયાતી બપોરના ̀ ણ eધુી ચાલે છે. સવારનો 

નાUતો પછK યોગ અવનવા મનંોરજનના fાયકમો પછK UવાgદVટ ભોજન, બપોરના ફરKવાર અવનવા મનંોરજનના fાયકમો અને આખર3 

ચા નાUતો બાદ બધા આનદંથી hટા પડ3 છે ઘીર3 ઘર3 આ જલસા Zપુ jગિત કરK રk ુછે. આ Zપુમા સ(યોની સખંયા નાની હોવા છતા 

દર3ક સ(યને આ Zપુ માટ3 કંઈને કંઈ કરવાની ભાવાનાથી નવા નવા કયૅકરો અને નવનવા jોગામ વીક બાઈ વીક થઈ રLા છે ખાસ 

કરKને સવૅ ધમોને jગામોને સમાય અlસુાર ઊજવવામા આવે છે. 

This Jalsa Group is getting more and more popular.  Currently it runs under the supervision of NVAA) and 
with the help of lots of volunteers. For information please contact Hasmitaben Doshi 020 8573 0448  

 

Ramesh J. Shah 
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મહાવીર જન્મ મહોત્સવ 
જય જજનેન્દ્ર અને જય શ્રી ક્રિષ્ણ   
 
રવિિાર તારીખ 28/4/2019 ના નિનાત િણણક એસોવસયેશને મહાિીર 
જન્દ્મ કલ્યાણક ઉજિલે. આ િર્ષે મહાિીરજન્દ્મ ઉત્સિન ું અનોખ ું પજૂન 
રાખિામાું આિલે, જેન ું આયોજન પહલેી જ િાર જયેશભાઈ પજૂારીએ 
નિનાત સેન્દ્ટરમાું કર્ ું હત  ું. કવમટીના સભ્યો, ભપેૂન્દ્રભાઈ શાહ, 
હસ્મીતાબહને દોશી, સુંગીતાબહને બાિીશા, શક બહને શઠે, સરોજબહને 
િારીયા, ભારતીબહને શાહ તથા સ ષ્માબહને શાહ બધાએ સમયસર 
આિીને પોતાને જિાબદારી સુંભાળી લીધી હતી. આ પ્રોગ્રામના કોક્રડિનેટર 
હસ્મીતાબેન દોશી હતા. રુંગબેરુંગી િસ્ત્રો સૌનો ઉમુંગ અને હોલની 
સજાિટથી િાતાિરણ મુંગલમય લાગત ું હત  ું.  
 
નિનાત સેન્દ્ટરના આંગણ ેપ્રભ જીના પોંખણા રીટાબેન શાહ ેકયાા અને 
તેઓએ િાજતગેાજતે ભિાનની  વસિંહાસન પર  સ્થાપના કરી, સ્નાત્રપજૂા 
કરિામાું આિી. તેનો લાભ (£251) રીટાબહને અને ક્રદપકભાઇ શાહ ેલીધો 
હતો. ત્યાર બાદ શ્રી મહાિીર પ્રભજૂીના મામા- મામી સરોજબહને અને 
ભરતભાઇ િાક્રરયા, કાકા-કાકી નટ ભાઇ અને પલ્લિીબહને મહતેા, ફોઇ-
ફુઆ બચ ભાઇ અને ક ુંદનબહને મહતેા (£51) આપી દરેકે લાભ લીધો 
હતો. 
 
પજૂનમાું પધારેલ પજૂાના લાભાથીઓએ શ્રી મહાિીર ભગિાનના 
પક્રરિારના સભ્યો અને ક્ષવત્રય ક ુંડના નગરજનો તરીકે જોડાયા અને 
જ્યારે મામા-મામી, કાકા-કાકી તમેજ ફોઇ-ફુઆ ભેટ સોગાદ લઇને 
આવ્યા ત્યારે આનુંદવિભોર થઇ સૌએ નતૃ્ય તેમજ રાસ ગરબાની રમઝટ 
બોલાિી હતી. જયેશભાઇ પજૂારીનો ઘણોજ આભાર તમેણ ેઉમુંગભયો 
મહાિીરજન્દ્મ મહોત્સિનો  ભક્તત ભયો માહોલ ઊભો કયો હતો. જોતજોતામાું પજૂન રૂડી રીતે પણૂા થર્ ું અને શાુંવત કળશ, 
આરતી, મુંગલદીિાની તેમજ પ્રભ જીન ું પારણ ું ઝુલાિિાની ઉછિણી થઇ.  
 
ખબૂ જ આનુંદની િાત એ છે કે શાુંવત કળશની ઉછિણીનો લાભ (£451) પ્રફૂલાબહને અનપૂભાઇ મહતેાના પક્રરિારને મળેલ, 
આરતીનો લાભ (£351) શાુંતાબહને િેલજી શાહને મળેલ, મુંગળ ક્રદિાનો લાભ (£351) વનમાળાબહને ચુંદ ભાઇ મહતેા 
પક્રરિારને મળેલ પારણ ું ઝુલાિિાનો લાભ (£1008) પષૂ્પાબહને ભરતભાઇ મહતેા પક્રરિારને મળેલ અને સ્િામીિાત્સલ્યનો 
લાભ (£1111) પે્રમલતાબહને તથા મ કેશભાઇ પારેખના પક્રરિારને મળેલ. સિે દાતાઓને અણભનુંદન તેમજ આભાર માનીએ 
છીએ. 
 
આ ઉપરાુંત નિનાત િણીક એસોવસયેશન, નિનાત િણણક ભગીની સમાજ, નિનાત િડીલ મુંડળ, ક્રકચન કવમટી તથા 
િોલન્દ્ટીઅસા, જલસા ગ્ર પના સભ્યો તથા પ્રવિણાબહને અને રોક્રહતભાઇ મહતેાનો સાથ અને સહકાર બદલ ખબૂ ખબૂ આભાર. 
મહાિીરજ્નન્દ્મ મહોત્સિની સફળતાન ું મ ખ્ય કારણ છે સૌની સક્રહયારી મહનેત. ભવિષ્યમાું આિો જ સાથ આપણાું સમાજને 
આપશો એિી જ આશા.   
            હસ્મીતાબહને દોશી  
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                                 વાંચન ના મોતી 
 

* સૌદંય& ની શોધ માં આખંુ જગત ખંૂદી વળીશંુ, તો પણ એ આપણને નિહ લાધે -  
   જો એ આપણી પોતાની અંદર જ નિહ હોય તો; 
 
* તમે ઈAછો છો, એવા બીD ન બને, તો એથી ગુFસે ન થાતાં, 
   તમે પોતે જ તમે ઈAછો છો એવા, Gાં થઇ શકો છો? 
 
*  Jાં સુધી િનKફળતા તમારી છાતી પર ચઢી તમાOં ગળંુ દાબી, તમારો Pાણ કાઢી ન નાંખે , 
    Qયાં સુધી તેનો Fવીકાર ન કરશો; 
 
*  વત&માન નો ભાર અસS હોતો નથી, પરંતુ તેમાં ભિવKયનો બોજ તમે ભેળવો, 
    Qયારજે તે અસS બને છે; 
 
*  પTથર જવેા ન બનો, નિહ તો ડૂબી જશો, 
   પીછંા જવેા બનો, ગમે તેવી રલેમાં પણ તરત રહેશો; 
        

          By Nilesh Mehta 

રેસીપી - હે)ધી િમઠાઈ 

તમારા બાળકો કે તમે સૂકોમેવો ખાવાની આળસ કરો છો?  તો ચાલો બનાવીએ સૂકામેવાની હે)ધી િમઠાઈ. 

સામ@ી  

બદામ    ૧ વાટકી 

અખરોટ  ૧ વાટકી  

કાજુ      ૧ વાટકી 

પીGતા    ૧ વાટકી 

અંIર    ૧ વાટકી 

ખજૂર   ૧ વાટકી 

ખજૂરનો રસ  જJરમુજબ  

ઘી        ૬ ચમચી ( વધુ પણ લઈ શકો છો.)  

આટલા મુQય છે. પછી આમાં બીS સૂકામેવા હોય તો જરા જરા ઉમેરી શકો છો.  

રીત:  

બધા સૂકા મેવા કોરા બે ચમચી ઘી નાંખી ધીમા તાપે Sડા વાસણમાં સાત થી આઠ િમિનટ શેકવા. ઠંડા પડે એટલે કરકરો કે 
ઝીણો તમને ગમે તેવો ભૂકો કરવો. ખજૂર અને અંIરના ઝીણાં ઝીણાં ટૂકડાં કરવા. એજ વાસણમાં ચાર ચમચી ઘી નાંખી 
અંIર અને ખજૂર પાંચ િમિનટ કે પોચા થાય [યાં સુધી શેકવા.  શેકી લેવા. શેકી Sય એટલે સૂકો દળેલો મેવો નાંખી દેવો. થોડો 
ખજૂરનો રસ નાંખવો. જેથી ઠારવામાં કે લાડવી બનાવવી સહેલું પડે. તમે આની લાડવી વાળી શકો કે થાળીમાં ઠંડું પાડી ચકતા 
પાડી શકો છો.  

ન\ધ : ખજૂરનો રસ સુપરGટોરના વ)ડ] ^ડ િવભાગમાં કે એશયીન દુકાનોમાં મળ શકે. ખજૂરનો રસ ન હોય તો જરાક કંડે_સ 
િમ)ક કે સુગર સીરપ પણ નાંખી શકો.  

 

HEALTHY EATING WITH BHAVNA DESAI

POWERFUL THOUGHTS
 

                                 વાંચન ના મોતી 
 

* સૌદંય& ની શોધ માં આખંુ જગત ખંૂદી વળીશંુ, તો પણ એ આપણને નિહ લાધે -  
   જો એ આપણી પોતાની અંદર જ નિહ હોય તો; 
 
* તમે ઈAછો છો, એવા બીD ન બને, તો એથી ગુFસે ન થાતાં, 
   તમે પોતે જ તમે ઈAછો છો એવા, Gાં થઇ શકો છો? 
 
*  Jાં સુધી િનKફળતા તમારી છાતી પર ચઢી તમાOં ગળંુ દાબી, તમારો Pાણ કાઢી ન નાંખે , 
    Qયાં સુધી તેનો Fવીકાર ન કરશો; 
 
*  વત&માન નો ભાર અસS હોતો નથી, પરંતુ તેમાં ભિવKયનો બોજ તમે ભેળવો, 
    Qયારજે તે અસS બને છે; 
 
*  પTથર જવેા ન બનો, નિહ તો ડૂબી જશો, 
   પીછંા જવેા બનો, ગમે તેવી રલેમાં પણ તરત રહેશો; 
        

          By Nilesh Mehta 
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Yes?Look no further, Citibond Tours can offer all this and more

     

Call us on 0207 290 0614 or email: tours@citibond.co.uk
For more detailed information, please visit our website

www.citibondtours.co.uk                         

Citibond Tours
escorted group tours made for you 

Join us on a journey to amazing locations, discover 
genuine cultures and meet real local people 
around the world. All of our Escorted Tours are 
uniquely designed to give you an enjoyable and 
unforgettable travel experience with our team of 
experts taking care of you throughout your journey. 

Citibond Travel London Ltd, Freetrade House, Suite 28 & 29 Lowther Road, Stanmore, HA7 1EP
                         

Prices include return flights, accommodation, meals* on full board basis, tour guide and transfers. Prices are subject to 
availability. (*All tours on full board basis, except Japan, Canadian Rockies and Australia on half board basis)

Let us take you on a journey......

6  
Discover some of the 

world’s finest cuisines?

1  
Would you like to travel 

to exotic worldwide 
destinations?

2  
Have everything on 

your holiday included 
in the price?

3  
With no hidden extras?

5  
Friendly tour guide to 
escort you throughout 

the journey?

 Japan                                  12 days

from
£3599

China with Hong Kong 20 days

from
£2989

Kenya Safari                11 days

from
£1699

Myanmar           13 days

from
£2499

Special tour offers 

Asia

Departs on:
6 Jun’19, 17 Sep’19 & 28 Nov’19

Departs on:
9 Nov’19

Departs on:
3 Jun’19 & 11 Sep’19

Cherry Blossom 

South Africa with Victoria Falls  16 days

from
£3949

Departs on:
18 Nov’19

Why book with us 

• Worldwide quality tours
• Travel with like-minded people
• Services of tour guides
• No Hidden extras
• All hotels are hand selected
• Meals on full board basis*

            Canadian Rockies       9 days 
North America

Departs on:
9 Sep’19

Amazing Australia 

Departs on:
12 Sep’19

Australasia

 

             Bhutan & India       16 days

from
£3989

Departs on:
7 Nov’19

Departs on:
20 May’19

Africa

  Sri Lanka                             16 days

       from
£1699

Departs on:
10 Oct’19

  Vietnam & Cambodia        17 days

from
£2499

Departs on:
23 Sep’19 & 11 Nov’19

from
£2499

from
£2989

            12 days 

New Zealand also available 

Jordan                                    8 days

Departs on:
14 Jun’19 & 1 Nov’19

from
£1649

Middle East

4  
In a group of  

like-minded people?


